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    Selected Titles

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312072   Adidas vs. Puma: A Long-Running Rivalry   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the companies Adidas and Puma while offering
information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the legacies they
leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text,
glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2860-6 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 3.3 AR Pts .5 Lexile 750

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

Cupcake Diaries (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343152   (Vol. 04) Alexis and the Perfect Recipe   (Library Binding)
written by Coco Simon
Alexis is by far the most prepared, very exact, and extremely organized Cupcake Club
member, but she has to figure out a formula for love when she has a crush. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5194-9 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8 137 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 4.0 RC Lvl 4.4 Lexile 670

1 $22.95

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343516   (Vol. 02) Alien   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
The Mattigan kids are off to Las Vegas with their dad who plans to prove there are no
aliens on the loose there, but the kids want to find out once and for all what's hidden in
the notorious Area 51. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5276-2 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 104 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 660

1 $21.95

Big Buddy Jokes (Abdo)

Quantity Unit Price



#1994118   Animal Jokes   (Library Binding)
written by U.R. Phunny
What do you call a crate of ducks? A box of quackers! Young comedians will build
vocabulary and learn fun homophone word play sharing Animal Jokes with family and
friends. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Big
Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-68078-510-4 ©2017 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 818 GR Lvl J Lexile 480

1 $23.95

Fly!: Broken Records (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343317   Animal Records to Dig Your Claws Into!   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title looks at animal world records and gives information related to the types of
records broken and the animals who have earned them. This hi-lo title is complete
with vibrant photographs, simple text, a glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8137-3 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 032.02 Lexile 950

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 2 Up—Feats of eating, sports, and more are celebrated in this new series. Each slim book presents a
different type of world record, with an emphasis on sensational and thrilling achievements. The text is written at a second grade reading level
with one-to-three sentences per page. The readable text and high-interest subject matter is well-designed for hi-lo readers. However, the books
could benefit from more information or supplementary text features like charts and graphs, as in the well-known world records books many
readers gravitate toward. Page layouts are eye-catching, with full-page color photographs and attractive graphics. A QR code linking to Abdo
Booklinks provides additional web resources for each book. VERDICT While not comprehensive, the combination of accessible text and the
ever-popular topic of broken records will attract striving readers.

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312073   Apple vs. Microsoft: The Battle of Big Tech   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the companies Apple and Microsoft while
offering information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the
legacies they leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs,
simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2861-3 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 920

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213233   Australia's Pink Lakes   (Library Binding)
written by Patricia Hutchison
This book introduces readers to the many pink lakes found in Australia and how this
natural phenomenon came to be. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.

1 $22.95



Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6916-8 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 910.02 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 730

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343056   Backyard Mystery   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
Nadia and Nadir can't wait to have a sleepover in their backyard. But missing treats
and critter footprints have them thinking of monsters. Eventually, they set up a plan to
track down the creature and figure out what nightly visitor is in their backyard.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an
imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3784-4 ©2024 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.4 AR Pts .5 Lexile 570

1 $22.95

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268678   Barbie: Ruth Handler   (Library Binding)
written by Lee Slater
In this title, readers will learn about the developer of the Barbie doll, Ruth Handler.
Follow the story of Handler's early work with her husband Elliott, their collaboration
with Harold Matson to form Mattel, and the company's introduction of Barbie in 1959.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Big Buddy
Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9707-9 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 660

1 $23.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2294711   Beach-Trash Art   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
On a trip to the beach with friends, Nadia and Nadir are surprised to see so much trash
around. They work as a team to come up with a fun way to help clean the beach.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an
imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3306-8 ©2023 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.

1 $22.95



Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts .5 Lexile 600

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1941098   Ben & Jerry: Ice Cream Manufacturers   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
Profiles the lives and accomplishments of Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, the
founders of Ben & Jerry's ice cream company, including how they built their business
and the causes they support.
978-1-62403-491-6 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 720

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2181250   (Vol. 12) Beware the Werewolf   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
Kersville has a furry problem: there's dogcatcher on the loose! And he's snatching up
every dog he can find, including the ugliest stray you've ever seen ... that Desmond
Cole has fallen in love with. But the dogcatcher may have bit off more than he can
chew. Could one of the snatched canines be a werewolf?
978-1-5344-7956-2 ©2020 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343517   (Vol. 01) Bigfoot   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
The Mattigan kids don't believe in things that go bump in the night, but when their
long-lost Grandpa Joe shows up with his Mysterious Monsters journal, the siblings
find themselves drawn into a search for Bigfoot. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division
of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5275-5 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 80 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 620

1 $21.95

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268679   Board Games: Milton Bradley   (Library Binding)
written by Lee Slater
In this title, readers will learn about board game creator Milton Bradley. Follow
Bradley's early work creating and selling stationery, his first business creating and
selling lithographs, and how these experiences came together when he formed the
Milton Bradley Company and created the Game of Life. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Big Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9708-6 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.

1 $23.95



Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 710

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

Fly!: Broken Records (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343318   Body Records to Pump You Up!   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title looks at body world records and gives information related to the types of
records broken and the people who have earned them. This hi-lo title is complete with
vibrant photographs, simple text, a glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8138-0 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 032.02 Lexile 880

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 2 Up—Feats of eating, sports, and more are celebrated in this new series. Each slim book presents a
different type of world record, with an emphasis on sensational and thrilling achievements. The text is written at a second grade reading level
with one-to-three sentences per page. The readable text and high-interest subject matter is well-designed for hi-lo readers. However, the books
could benefit from more information or supplementary text features like charts and graphs, as in the well-known world records books many
readers gravitate toward. Page layouts are eye-catching, with full-page color photographs and attractive graphics. A QR code linking to Abdo
Booklinks provides additional web resources for each book. VERDICT While not comprehensive, the combination of accessible text and the
ever-popular topic of broken records will attract striving readers.

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241574   Broken Arrow   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
As a tropical cyclone churns across the Pacific, a cargo plane carrying nuclear
weapons vanishes in the storm. Bicep and Invisible Six must recover the missiles
before they fall into the wrong hands. Their mission takes them to a remote US
military outpost in the Pacific. But the base soon comes under attack. Can Bicep and I-
6 hold off an invasion long enough for backup to arrive? Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3043-2 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.
Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 720

1 $26.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2275414   (Vol. 15) Bubble Gum Blob   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
The candy at Kersville Elementary School is usually sweet. But when a brand-new
type of bubble gum gets passed around, Desmond and Andres find themselves in a
very sticky situation. Because the bubble gum blob bites back!
978-1-6659-1406-2 ©2022 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99



Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja (Prebound)

Quantity Unit Price
#1955601   (Vol. 06) Buchanan Bandits!   (Prebound)
written by Marcus Emerson
A bandit is on the loose who is stealing from innocent students. Help has come in the
unlikeliest of places, but Chase thinks something far worse is going on.
978-1-4844-6799-2 ©2013 5-1/4 x 8 160 pgs.
Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.9 AR Pts 6.0

1 $20.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920726   Caleb Davis Bradham: Pepsi-Cola Inventor   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Pepsi-Cola inventor Caleb Davis Bradham!
Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood
in North Carolina. Students can follow Bradham's success story from his early days as
a pharmacist to his introduction of Pepsi at his drugstore soda fountain. Bradham's
family, education, and later years are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes
readers with topics of interest including Bradham's sale of his secret formula to the
state of Pepsi in the business world today. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a
glossary, and an index supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this
inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-315-5 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 5.0 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 800

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,
and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241704   (Vol. 08) Campfire Stories   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond, Andres, and their ghost-friend, Zax, take turns trying to tell the scariest
story of all. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4986-3 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 630

1 $21.95

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241575   Carrier Down   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
Fighter pilots are performing routine landings on a US aircraft carrier when the
impossible happens: the massive ship sinks in the South Pacific. Athena and Invisible
Six are quickly deployed to the site to learn what happened and who is responsible.
But the enemy is clever and soon makes I-6 look like the bad guy. Can Athena and I-6
unmask the enemy before another deadly attack occurs? Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3044-9 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.

1 $26.95



Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 640

Kids Core: Engineered by Nature (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2174748   Cave of Crystals   (Library Binding)
written by Martha London
In a very deep cave in Mexico, massive crystals grow much larger than a human. Cave
of Crystals looks at when and how these crystals formed and what the future looks like
for these formations. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give
readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a table of contents, infographics, a
glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Kids Core is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-5321-9284-5 ©2021 8-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 972.16 AR Lvl 4.3 AR Pts .5 Lexile 650

1 $23.95

Reviews by: Booklist Grades 3-5 While it looks like something from a sci-fi movie, the dramatic locale featured in this Engineered by Nature
(8 titles) entry is very much of this world. Discovered beneath Mexico's Sierra de Naica mountain in 2000, the Cave of Crystals is filled with
gargantuan white selenite crystals, larger than scientists thought possible to form, with some reaching lengths of 36 feet and weights of 60 tons.
The clearly written text is divided into three chapters that explain the extreme conditions required for the crystals to form and how the cave was
discovered and studied. The book's clean page design incorporates impressive (helpfully captioned) photographs, a map, an infographic, and a
primary-source quote paired with a critical-thinking question. A publisher-hosted link to age-appropriate activities and learning extensions
complete the tidy package. COPYRIGHT(2021) Booklist, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–4—Each title explores natural creations of the world. Three chapters of eight pages long contain a
page of text with a corresponding colorful photograph sometimes alongside a sidebar fact or labeled diagram. Primary sources about the natural
attraction are included with critical thinking questions, and suggestions for further research are provided via online resources to connect to the
chapter readings. The final pages include a map of where the landform can be found, glossary, further reading material, and index. The
geographic information of each landform and its importance in culture, such as the rock formation Uluru to the Anangu people (Uluru) is
described with care. While not every reader has the ability to do the online activities, they give students another way to connect to the text and
do research using primary and secondary sources. VERDICT A well-rounded introduction to using resources and to the naturally engineered
wonders on Earth.

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241576   Chaos City   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
Special operative Shade is working out of the US embassy in Tek City, Tekistan, when
fighting erupts between rebel and Tek government troops. The Americans are trapped
in this rebellion, unless Invisible Six can escort them to safety. But the Tek
government wants to take the American civilians as bargaining chips. Can Shade and
I-6 help the civilians escape from Chaos City? Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-3045-6 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.
Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 640

1 $26.95

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213234   China's Tianzi Mountain   (Library Binding)
written by Debbie Vilardi
This book introduces readers to the stunning stone pillars found in China and how
these otherworldly features came to be. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.

1 $22.95



978-1-5321-6917-5 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 910.02 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 670

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1900333   Clarence Birdseye: Frozen Food Innovator   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Birds Eye frozen foods innovator, Clarence
Birdseye! Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his
childhood in Brooklyn, New York. Students can follow Birdseye?s success story from
his education at Montclair High School to his career as a fur trader and life in
Labrador, Canada. Birdseye?s family and his retirement years are also highlighted.
Engaging text familiarizes readers with topics of interest including Birdseye?s
inventions such as his patented Quick Freeze Machine and development of the frozen
foods market. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index,
supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring biography.
Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-492-3 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 730

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312074   Coke vs. Pepsi: The Cola Wars   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the companies Coke and Pepsi while offering
information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the legacies they
leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text,
glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2862-0 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts .5 Lexile 860

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)



Quantity Unit Price
#2343518   (Vol. 06) Collector   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
The Mattigan kids have solved the mystery of their monsters' history and their own,
but then they learn there's an evil and mysterious creature coming for them. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5280-9 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 88 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 690

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920729   Colonel Harland Sanders: KFC Creator   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented KFC creator Colonel Harland Sanders! Readers
will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood in rural
Indiana. Students can follow Sanders's success from his early days as family cook to
his work on farms, in the US Army, on railroads, and finally at gas stations, where he
perfected the Kentucky Fried Chicken recipe. Sanders's family and his retirement
years as a television advertising star are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes
readers with topics of interest including the state of KFC in the fast food world today.
An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement the
historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring biography. Checkerboard
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-318-6 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 647.950 AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 690

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,
and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371198   Corn Flakes   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of Corn Flakes and details their origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact they have had on the world. This hi-lo title
is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8409-1 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268680   Crayola: Edwin Binney & C. Harold Smith   (Library Binding)
written by Lee Slater
In this title, readers will learn about the creators of Crayola Crayons, cousins Edward
Binney and C. Harold Smith. Follow their story from their early creation of wax
pencils, slate pencils, and dustless chalk to the invention of the Crayola Crayon.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Big Buddy
Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9709-3 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.

1 $23.95



Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 760

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920730   Dave Thomas: Wendy's Founder   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Wendy's founder Dave Thomas! Readers will
enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood love of
restaurants. Students can follow Thomas's success story from his teenage years in the
restaurant business, to his investment in Kentucky Fried Chicken, to his founding of
Wendy's Old-Fashioned Hamburgers. Thomas's family and his retirement years as a
television advertising star are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers with
topics of interest, including Thomas's focus on adoption and the state of Wendy's in
the fast food world today. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and
an index supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring
biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-319-3 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 647.950 AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 660

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,
and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370777   (Vol. 02) Disastrous Magical Wishes of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When unlucky teacher Ms. Linda LaCrosse releases a djinn from a magical lamp, her
students' wishes result in hungry dinosaurs, stinky pizza, photographing paparazzi, and
other huge mistakes. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5348-6 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts 2.0

1 $22.95

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268681   Easy-Bake Oven: Ronald Howes   (Library Binding)
written by Jessica Rusick
In this title, readers will learn about the creator of Easy-Bake Oven, Ronald Howes.
Follow his story from his service in World War II, to an engineering degree from the
University of Cincinnati, to his employment at Kenner where he created the Easy-
Bake Oven. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Big
Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9710-9 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.

1 $23.95



Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 760

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

Fly!: Broken Records (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343319   Eating Records to Chew On!   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title looks at eating world records and gives information related to the types of
records broken and the people who have earned them. This hi-lo title is complete with
vibrant photographs, simple text, a glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8139-7 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 032.02 Lexile 970

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 2 Up—Feats of eating, sports, and more are celebrated in this new series. Each slim book presents a
different type of world record, with an emphasis on sensational and thrilling achievements. The text is written at a second grade reading level
with one-to-three sentences per page. The readable text and high-interest subject matter is well-designed for hi-lo readers. However, the books
could benefit from more information or supplementary text features like charts and graphs, as in the well-known world records books many
readers gravitate toward. Page layouts are eye-catching, with full-page color photographs and attractive graphics. A QR code linking to Abdo
Booklinks provides additional web resources for each book. VERDICT While not comprehensive, the combination of accessible text and the
ever-popular topic of broken records will attract striving readers.

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2294712   Eid Surprises   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
Nadia and Nadir's grandparents surprise them with a visit for the Eid holiday. They
brought along some special presents for them too. During their time as a family, the
siblings learn about a few Muslim sports icons. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division
of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3308-2 ©2023 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 620

1 $22.95

Cupcake Diaries (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343155   (Vol. 03) Emma on Thin Icing   (Library Binding)
written by Coco Simon
Emma takes on a few more jobs and chores to afford a junior bridesmaid dress, but she
might have bitten off more than she can chew. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division
of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5193-2 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8 150 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts 4.0 RC Lvl 4.2 Lexile 640

1 $22.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)



Quantity Unit Price
#2164995   (Vol. 11) Escape from the Roller Ghoster   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
The Kersville Amusement Park is always a good time, but it also gives a new meaning
to the term "thrill rides." That's because, in addition to being a popular destination for
heart-pounding fun, the park is also just a little bit haunted. Join Desmond and Andres
as they try to enjoy their day at the amusement park while being chased by ghosts!
978-1-5344-6491-9 ©2020 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1771808   Ettore Boiardi: Chef Boyardee Manufacturer   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Chef Boyardee manufacturer Ettore Boiardi!
Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood
in northern Italy. Students can follow Boiardi's success story from his early restaurant
training in Europe to his immigration to the United States and his early success as a
chef in New York. Boiardi's family and his retirement years as a television commercial
star are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers with topics of interest
including his shift from restaurant work to selling prepackaged meals to
manufacturing his own canned meals. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a
glossary, and an index supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this
inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-314-8 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.509 AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 730

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,
and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370992   (Vol. 03) Fantastic and Terrible Fame of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When famous agent Lucy LaRoux drops by Classroom 13, the students learn that
being famous (or infamous) isn't always fun. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5349-3 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 2.0

1 $22.95

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241577   Flight of the Vulture   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
When a known terrorist attacks a US passenger jet, the CIA plans to retaliate with a
drone strike. But Zumi proposes that they capture Viggo the Vulture alive to gain
information on worldwide terrorist networks and weapons smuggling. The mission
takes Invisible Six into the criminal underworld's darkest corners. Can Zumi and I-6
outsmart Viggo at his own game? Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO

1 $26.95



978-1-0982-3046-3 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.
Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 660

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312075   Ford vs. Ferrari: The High-Speed Fallout   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the companies Ford and Ferrari while offering
information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the legacies they
leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text,
glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2863-7 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts .5 Lexile 890

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343519   (Vol. 04) Ghost   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
It is getting harder to hide the monsters in "Motel Mattigan" from their dad. The
Mattigan kids are eager to collect a new creature, but sorting out the truth will force
them to look inside themselves. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5278-6 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 120 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 600

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241705   (Vol. 02) Ghosts Don't Ride Bikes, Do They?   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond is sure that ghosts don't ride bikes, but if there's anything Andres has learned
during his Ghost Patrol Days, is that it is never a good ideal to tell a ghost what they
can or can't do. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4980-1 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 3.7 Lexile 640

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241706   (Vol. 10) Ghouls Just Want to Have Fun   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond and Andres watch out for ghouls at their school dance. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of
Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4988-7 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.

1 $21.95



Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 640

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371058   Graffiti   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind Graffiti art and
how it has shaped cultures and artistic expression around the world. The title will also
introduce famous graffiti artists such as Banksy. This series is at a Level 3 and is
written specifically for transitional readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards &
correlated to state standards. Dash! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8394-0 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 751.73

1 $21.95

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370993   (Vol. 05) Happy and Heinous Halloween of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When the students of Classroom 13 magically turn into their costumes, they learn
Halloween's treats are sometimes tricks. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5351-6 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts 2.0

1 $22.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241707   (Vol. 01) Haunted House Next Door   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Grown-ups never tell you what to do if your house is haunted, but lucky for Andres
Miedos, his best friend is Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a
division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4979-5 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 3.5 Lexile 640

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022185   Henri Nestle: Food Company Creator   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of food manufacturer Nestle! Readers will follow the
Nestle success story from Henri Nestle's start as a pharmacist making nutritious cereal
for babies to the company's current position as the world's largest food and beverage
company. A helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement historical and color
photos. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-53211-083-2 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.2 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 830

1 $22.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price



#2022183   Henry John Heinz: Ketchup Developer   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of ketchup developer Henry John Heinz! Readers will
follow Heinz's journey from his childhood growing and selling vegetables to his start
selling grated horseradish that led to "57 Varieties" of products including famous
Heinz ketchup. A helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement historical and
color photos. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-53211-081-8 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.0 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 750

1 $22.95

Funniest Bone Animal Jokes (Enslow Elementary)

Quantity Unit Price
#1767322   Hilarious Huge Animal Jokes to Tickle Your Funny Bone   (Library
Binding)
written by Felicia Lowenstein Niven
Why do elephants have trunks? Because they don't have any pockets! Make your
friends giggle with the silly jokes, limericks, tongue twisters, and knock-knock jokes
found in HILARIOUS HUGE ANIMAL JOKES TO TICKLE YOUR FUNNY BONE!
Read fascinating facts about elephants, whales, dinosaurs, and other giants, and learn
how to draw a big animal cartoon!
978-0-7660-5948-1 ©2015 6 x 9 48 pgs.
Grades 3 - 4 Dewey# 818 GR Lvl M Lexile 650

1 $13.96

Reviews by: Booklist The Funniest Bone Animal Jokes series picks up the baton of that tried-and-true mainstay of middle-grade recesses all
over the planet: the groan-worthy joke. The series design is not especially inspiring: nonglossy pages with various bits of clip art and
anthropomorphic illustrations from a variety of sources. But it's safe to say that these gray pages will soon be colorfully spattered with food
particles from kids' yuk-yukking. Each title is rather impressively focused upon a certain type of animal and then divides that even further into
four-page chapters. The proof, though, is in the jokes themselves, which are interspersed with animal fun facts, limericks, and tongue twisters.
How do these gags grab you? From Hilarious Huge Animal Jokes to Tickle Your Funny Bone: How do dinosaurs pay their bills? With
Tyrannosaurus checks! If you haven't fainted from eye-rolls, each book concludes with a nifty craft. Happy jesting.--Kraus, Daniel Copyright
2015 Booklist

Checkerboard Library: Toy Trailblazers (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2090734   Hot Wheels Developer: Elliot Handler   (Library Binding)
written by Jessie Alkire
In this engaging biography, readers will learn about the inventor of Hot Wheels, Elliot
Handler. Follow the story of Handler as he starts the Mattel toy company, begins
making toys from plastic, develops the Barbie and Ken dolls with his wife Ruth, then
invents Hot Wheels! Sidebars, historic photos, and a glossary enhance readers'
understanding of this topic.
978-1-5321-1708-4 ©2019 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 688.720 AR Lvl 4.9 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 840

1 $22.95

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371059   Impressionism   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind Impressionism.
The title will also introduce famous Impressionist artists such as Monet and Degas.
This series is at a Level 3 and is written specifically for transitional readers. Aligned to
the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards. Dash! is an imprint of
Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8395-7 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.

1 $21.95



Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 759.05

Core Library: Industry Jobs (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343136   Jobs in Health Care   (Library Binding)
written by Marie-Therese Miller
Health-care workers play an important role in keeping people happy and healthy.
Doctors, nurses, and psychologists diagnose diseases and injuries, caring for patients
of all ages. Other health-care professionals educate people about healthy habits,
respond to emergencies, or help hospitals run smoothly. Jobs in Health Care explores a
wide variety of careers in the field, covering the education and skills needed for each
job. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look
at this subject. Features include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional
resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-9088-7 ©2024 7-1/4 x 9-1/4 48 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 610.69 Lexile 910

1 $24.95

Core Library: Industry Jobs (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343137   Jobs in Sports   (Library Binding)
written by A. W. Buckey
The world of sports is made up of many different workers. Coaches, trainers, and
medical professionals provide support for athletes, helping them stay fit and improve
their skills. Other workers make sporting events possible. They clean venues, sell food
and drinks, or report on sports news. Jobs in Sports explores a wide variety of careers
in the field, covering the education and skills needed for each job. Easy-to-read text,
vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features
include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an
index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-9089-4 ©2024 7-1/4 x 9-1/4 48 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 796.023 Lexile 890

1 $24.95

Core Library: Industry Jobs (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343139   Jobs with Animals   (Library Binding)
written by Tammy Gagne
There are many different career paths for animal lovers. Some people work at animal
shelters, helping pets find new homes. Others are zookeepers, who take care of
wildlife at zoos. Workers such as groomers and veterinarians help animals stay happy
and healthy, while trainers teach animals to perform important jobs. Jobs with Animals
explores a wide variety of careers in the field, covering the education and skills needed
for each job. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a
clear look at this subject. Features include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary,
additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-9091-7 ©2024 7-1/4 x 9-1/4 48 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 636.002 Lexile 900

1 $24.95

Reviews by: Booklist Rather than focus on a particular career, this installment in the Industry Jobs series (6 titles) covers a range of
employment opportunities in the field of animal care. An opening chapter follows a woman named Kelsey through a day at work in an animal
shelter, setting the scene for what’s expected. Accompanied by photos of workers in action, three separate chapters examine more jobs in
thematic clusters, including jobs in animal facilities, animal health, and animal training. In each chapter, straightforward, accessible text
describes the tasks required for such jobs as groomers, wildlife rehabilitators, zookeepers, and service dog trainers and the education and skills



needed to fulfill them. Sidebars offer perspectives to consider, like the emotional toll of working with animals, while a concluding annotated list
gives a visual recap of the jobs mentioned throughout.

Checkerboard Library: United States Presidents (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2222846   Joe Biden   (Library Binding)
written by Rachael L. Thomas
This biography introduces readers to Joe Biden including key events from Biden's life,
his achievements as US senator and vice president, his charitable contributions, and
his historic selection of Kamala Harris as his running mate. Information about his
childhood, family, and personal life is included. A timeline, fast facts, and sidebars
provide additional information. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-5321-9381-1 ©2021 8 x 8 48 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 973.93 Lexile 890

1 $24.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920728   John Pemberton: Coca-Cola Developer   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Coca-Cola Inventor John Pemberton! Readers
will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood in
Georgia. Students can follow Pemberton's success story from his early days in the
Confederate Army to his work in medicine after the Civil War and his invention of
Coca-Cola. Pemberton's family life and the sale of his secret recipe are also
highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers with topics of interest, including the
state of Coca-Cola in the world today. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a
glossary, and an index supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this
inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-317-9 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 5.1 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 830

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,
and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Cupcake Diaries (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343156   (Vol. 01) Katie and the Cupcake Cure   (Library Binding)
written by Coco Simon
Katie Brown is miserable when her best friend joins the Popular Girls Club, but she
learns that sometimes starting from scratch can be the icing on the cupcake after she
finds a new group of friends and starts the Cupcake Club. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5191-8 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8 140 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 3.0 RC Lvl 3.3 Lexile 580

1 $22.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price



#1900336   Kellogg Family: Breakfast Cereal Pioneers   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the lives of talented Kellogg?s cereal pioneer, Dr. John Harvey
Kellogg and W.K. Kellogg! Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on these Food Dudes,
beginning with their childhood in Battle Creek, Michigan. Students can follow their
success story from John?s education at Bellevue Hospital Medical College and W.K.?s
career as a broom salesman to their work together at the Battle Creek Sanitarium that
led to the first flaked cereal business, the Sanitas Food Company. John and W.K.?s
family and retirement years are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers
with topics of interest including Charles W. Post?s corporate espionage and the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an
index, supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring
biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-495-4 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 640

1 $22.95

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268682   LEGO: The Kristiansen Family   (Library Binding)
written by Lee Slater
In this title, readers will learn about the creators of LEGO, the Kristiansen Family.
Follow the family's story from making wooden toys, to the company's creation of the
LEGO brick, to LEGOLAND theme parks. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Big Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9711-6 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 688.7 Lexile 740

1 $23.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370789   (Vol. 03) Lola Levine and the Ballet Scheme   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
When a class mishap lands Lola and new student Bella in Principal Blot's office,
Lola's mom comes up with a ballet scheme that might make these classroom rivals
realize that ballerinas and soccer players have more in common than they ever thought
possible. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5383-7 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts 1.0

1 $21.95

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371316   (Vol. 06) Lola Levine and the Halloween Scream   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
Lola is ready for Halloween and can't wait to scare people, but when she plays a scary
joke on her super best friends, it doesn't go as planned. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5386-8 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.

1 $21.95



Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts 1.0

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371317   (Vol. 05) Lola Levine and the Vacation Dream   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
The Levines are going to Peru to visit Lola's aunt, but Lola's and Ben's talent for
mischief makes it hard to stay out of trouble. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5385-1 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0

1 $21.95

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371318   (Vol. 01) Lola Levine Is Not Mean!   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
Lola feels terrible after a competitive soccer game at recess results in injuring her
classmate and a mean nickname for her, but with the help of her family, super best
friend, and a little "pencil power," she just might be able to turn it all around. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5381-3 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts 1.0

1 $21.95

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370944   (Vol. 04) Lola Levine Meets Jelly and Bean   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
Ben is allergic to the family's new cat and Lola is devastated, but her search to find
Jelly a good home is rewarded with a happy (and still furry) ending! Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5384-4 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 1.0

1 $21.95

Lola Levine (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370945   (Vol. 02) Lola Levine: Drama Queen   (Library Binding)
written by Monica Brown
Lola is disappointed after a bout of stage fright earns her a non-speaking part in her
class play, but on opening night, the curtain rises and she finds herself smack in the
middle of an exasperating turn of events. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5382-0 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 96 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0

1 $21.95

Reviews by: Booklist Though she's excited by the possibility of performing, second-grader Lola Levine's stage fright earns her a nonspeaking
part. Her flamboyant Florida grandmother (Bubbe) flies in to see her, anyhow. It's a good thing, too, because when things start to go wrong,
Bubbe dramatically rescues Lola from an embarrassing costume accident. Lola is an appealing biracial character, who is impulsive and
energetic. Her dreams of stardom and the reality of her paralyzing nervousness will be familiar to many readers, as will the feeling of having a
slightly annoying little brother. Episodic first-person chapters bring in Dolores Huerta's campaign for farm workers, the folly of making fun of



someone's name, and the sad result of blowing too-big chewing gum bubbles. Gray-scale drawings support the text, except when brother Ben,
described as pony-tailed like his father, is shown with a tightly curled mop. Readers who met first Lola in Lola Levine Is Not Mean (2015) will
be pleased to see her in a new role. This sequel should win her new fans.--Isaacs, Kathleen Copyright 2016 Booklist

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241708   (Vol. 06) Major Monster Mess   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond and Andres face off against creepy monster lunch ladies. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an
imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4984-9 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 640

1 $21.95

Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295186   Making Breakfasts with Grains, Fruit & Proteins   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Breakfasts with Grains, Fruit & Proteins challenges readers to make delicious
breakfasts using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples,
readers will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9905-9 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 710

1 $23.95

Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295187   Making Pastas with Noodles, Sauce & Cheese   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Pastas with Noodles, Sauce & Cheese challenges readers to make delicious
pastas using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples, readers
will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9906-6 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 710

1 $23.95

Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295188   Making Pizzas with Crust, Sauce & Toppings   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Pizzas with Crust, Sauce & Toppings challenges readers to make delicious
pizzas using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples, readers
will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9907-3 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 680

1 $23.95



Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295189   Making Snacks that Are Sweet, Salty & Crunchy   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Snacks that Are Sweet, Salty & Crunchy challenges readers to make delicious
snacks using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples, readers
will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9908-0 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 620

1 $23.95

Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295190   Making Soups with Broth, Proteins & Veggies   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Soups with Broth, Proteins & Veggies challenges readers to make delicious
soups using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples, readers
will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9909-7 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 660

1 $23.95

Super Sandcastle: Kitchen Trios (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2295191   Making Tacos with Tortillas, Fillings & Toppings   (Library Binding)
written by Megan Borgert-Spaniol
Young cooks will discover their creative potential with this fun and experimental title.
Making Tacos with Tortillas, Fillings & Toppings challenges readers to make delicious
tacos using only three primary ingredients. Armed with a few kitchen staples, readers
will gain the skills and confidence to see possibility in their kitchen. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9910-3 ©2023 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 641.512 Lexile 690

1 $23.95

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213235   Maldives' Sea of Stars   (Library Binding)
written by Patricia Hutchison
This book introduces readers to the stunning Sea of Stars in the Maldives and how tiny
organisms light up the water each night. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6918-2 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 551.48 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 670

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific



information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1900338   Mars Family: M&M Mars Candy Makers   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the lives of talented Milky Way bars and M&M?s makers, Frank
Mars and Forrest Mars Sr.! Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude
family, beginning with Frank?s childhood in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Students can
follow his success story from making candy with his mother as a boy to his
establishment of the Mar-O-Bar Company. Forrest Sr.?s childhood is also highlighted,
from his childhood in Canada and college experience at Berkeley to his reunion with
Frank and the conception of the Milky Way bar. Engaging text familiarizes readers
with topics of interest including the M&M?s story, other Mars Inc. acquisitions and
brand developments, and Mars privacy and family life. An entertaining sidebar, a
helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index, supplement the historical and color photos
showcased in this inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO
Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-497-8 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 810

1 $22.95

Reviews by: Booklist Filled with photos, this small, square entry in the Food Dudes series gives a concise look at how a candy empire was
created. In short, simple sentences, Mattern writes frankly about the complicated family dynamics among the Mars clan as she creates a
compelling portrait of a single company’s growth. With such kid-familiar products at the story’s center, this glimpse of business history will
likely attract young grade-schoolers seeking material for basic biography reports. A time line, a page of “Fun Bites” facts, and a link to the
publisher’s website, where students can find more online resources, conclude.

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312076   Marvel vs. DC: A Superhero Showdown   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the companies Marvel and DC while offering
information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the legacies they
leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text,
glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2864-4 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 870

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price



#2371199   Matches   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of matches and details their origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact they have had on the world. This hi-lo title
is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8410-7 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2283020   (Vol. 16) Mermaid You Look   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
Something is fishy at the Kersville Aquarium and it's not just the fish. Okay, it is the
fish, but there's a bigger mystery lurking in the water. It's slimy. It's sneaky. And it
sings an eerie song so strong that no one ever escapes!
978-1-6659-1409-3 ©2022 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Cupcake Diaries (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343159   (Vol. 02) Mia in the Mix   (Library Binding)
written by Coco Simon
When Mia arrives at her new school, she has to decide between the Popular Girls Club
and the Cupcake Club; but the choice makes her feel like she's choosing between her
divorced parents, and she wants to mix things up instead of being stuck in the middle.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books
is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5192-5 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8 146 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts 4.0 RC Lvl 3.5 Lexile 620

1 $22.95

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371200   Microwaves   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of microwaves and details their origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact they have had on the world. This hi-lo title
is complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8411-4 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

DiscoverRoo: Inside the Military (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2110933   Military Animals   (Library Binding)
written by Martha London

978-1-5321-6383-8 ©2020 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 355.424 AR Lvl 3.4 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl N Lexile 640

1 $22.95



Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1900335   Milton Hershey: Hershey's Chocolate Creator   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Hershey?s chocolate creator, Milton Hershey!
Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood
near Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Students can follow Hershey?s success story from his
apprenticeship at Royer?s Ice Cream Parlor and Garden to his establishment of the
Lancaster Caramel Company. Hershey?s discovery of chocolate and determined
creation of the Hershey bar also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers with
topics of interest including the town of Hershey, Pennsylvania, and the Milton
Hershey School. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index,
supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring biography.
Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-494-7 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 680

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213236   Minnesota's Devil's Kettle   (Library Binding)
written by Matt Lilley
This book introduces readers to a mysterious waterfall in Minnesota and how this
natural phenomenon came to be. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6919-9 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 910.02 AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 680

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371338   Monster Needs a Christmas Tree   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
The holidays are filled with joy and so many fun things to do that distract Monster
from finding a tree, and he worries he won't be able to get one in time for Christmas.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Picture Books is
an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5340-0 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95



Reviews by: Booklist This follow-up to Monster Needs a Costume (2013) finds the big, blue Sendakesque figure excited as heck about a
different holiday. It's Christmas Eve, and he and his buddy, a little boy, need a tree, stat after, of course, waiting to see Santa at the store, going
sledding, making snow monsters, and getting into a snowball fight. By the time the fun is done, the trees are sold out. Czajak's 'Twas the Night
before Christmas -cadenced rhymes then turn somber: We slunk back home without a tree, / exhausted and defeated. / I said to him,  It's not
that bad, / a tree is overrated.' The cute finale brings to mind Charlie Brown, as Monster gathers up houseplants to cobble together a pretty darn
impressive placeholder. As before, Czajak and Grieb make Monster's perpetual overexcitement palpable and identifiable.--Kraus, Daniel
Copyright 2014 Booklist

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371339   Monster Needs a Costume   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
Monster can't decide whether he wants to be a fireman, a ballerina, a cowboy, or a
ninja for Halloween and has to figure out a costume. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Picture Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5341-7 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371340   Monster Needs a Party   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
Monster's birthday has arrived, but when none of his friends can attend his party, it's
up to Boy to cheer him up. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Picture Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5342-4 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal PreS-Gr 1-In this installment in the series, Monster desperately wants a party for his birthday. He dances
around the house in eager anticipation; however, when he learns that none of his friends can attend his party, he becomes sad and a bit petulant.
At the urging of his one friend, he agrees to go to Pirate Land, and before he knows it, he is having an amazing time on the rides, including
Blackbeard's Bumper Cars and the Maelstrom Mixer. In addition, he achieves great success at Blast Ye Barrels, one of the carnival games, when
his efforts at Ring Toss and Swat the Flies lead only to failure. To make everything even better, a surprise birthday party is awaiting his arrival
at home. As in the other "Monster" titles, the rhymes are fun and the illustrations are bursting with vivid colors and numerous details. Further,
the lessons are simple (be flexible, be persistent) and not overdone. The story reminds readers that life can be amazing if we are positive and
open to new possibilities. VERDICT An upbeat story that will appeal to all young children.-Sally James, South Hillsborough Elementary
School, Hillsborough, CA Copyright 2015. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371341   Monster Needs His Sleep   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
Monster keeps finding more exciting things to stay awake for, but there might be
another reason Monster is avoiding going to bed. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Picture Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5343-1 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal PreS-K-In this second installment of the series, the vibrant palette and illustration style reminiscent of
Saturday morning cartoons continues to appeal. The monster is Sendakian in spirit, but slicker, more lively, less pensive. It is a typical role
reversal set-up: the little boy is parent to Monster, and he tries to get him to sleep, while Monster cooks up a multitude of ideas to avoid doing
just that. Might he be scared of the dark? On each dynamic page, readers will find lots of verve, action, and energy, with saturated colors and
deep purples, as it gets later and later. Most of the action takes place in Monster's bedroom, decorated with boy-themed paraphernalia: robots,
rockets, marine animals, and pirates. The verse gets a bit pedantic: "Monster, here's some water/Now please stop procrastinating/It's time to
close your eyes and sleep/No more negotiating." The colorful computer-rendered illustrations are extremely appealing to today's media-



saturated kids. Nevertheless, it falls short of being a game changer. Amanda Noll's I Need My Monster (Flashlight, 2009) and Lauren Child's I
Am Not Sleepy and I Will Not Go to Bed (Candlewick, 2001) have similar themes.-Sara Lissa Paulson, The American Sign Language and
English Lower School, New York City (c) Copyright 2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371342   Monster Needs to Go to School   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
Monster dreads his first day of school, but when his new classroom is full of new
friends and activities, he forgets his fears until he catches his friends bullying. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Picture Books is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5344-8 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95

Monster & Me (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371343   Monster Needs Your Vote   (Library Binding)
written by Paul Czajak
Monster decides to run for president, and his campaign encourages kids to take a stand
and fight for what they believe in. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Picture Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5345-5 ©2024 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal PreS-Gr 2-Election season is here, and Monster is ready to vote! But why cast a ballot when he can run
for president instead? With speeches, debates, and a soapbox or two, Monster's newest tale encourages kids to take a stand and fight for what
they believe in. Playful rhyming text and comically overblown rhetoric (oratory skills, platform, grassroots movement) combined with colorful
digital illustrations exemplify the intricacies of being a candidate and the importance of the democratic process. The extra bonus is that after a
couple of missteps, Monster hits his stride by campaigning to save libraries. VERDICT A good introduction to what happens on a campaign,
how voting for a president works, and the dynamics of civic engagement.-Paula Huddy, The Blake School-Highcroft Campus, Wayzata, MN
Copyright 2015. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213237   Namibia's Fairy Circles   (Library Binding)
written by Matt Lilley
This book introduces readers to the many fairy circles in Namibia and the debate about
what causes this natural phenomenon. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6920-5 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 577.54 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 670

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.



Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2328210   (Vol. 19) Never a Doll Moment   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
A slumber party at Grandma Cole's house turns into a never-sleep-again party, and it's
not because of all the sugar and sweets waiting for Andres and Desmond. Nope. Who
can get any shut-eye in a house full of haunted dolls?
978-1-6659-3383-4 ©2023 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241709   (Vol. 04) Night of the Zombie Zookeeper   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
On a field trip to the zoo, Desmond and Andres encounter a zombie zookeeper.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books
is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4982-5 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 670

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Toy Trailblazers (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2090738   Nintendo Innovator: Hiroshi Yamauchi   (Library Binding)
written by Rachael Thomas
In this engaging biography, readers will learn about Nintendo innovator Hiroshi
Yamauchi. Follow the story of Yamauchi as he takes over his family's playing card
manufacturing company and transforms it into the video game powerhouse
responsible for Donkey Kong, Super Mario Brothers, the Game Boy, and the WII.
Sidebars, historic photos, and a glossary enhance readers' understanding of this topic.
978-1-5321-1712-1 ©2019 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 688.720 AR Lvl 5.0 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 810

1 $22.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241323   (Vol. 09) Now Museum, Now You Don't   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond and Andres go on a field trip to the museum, but things get spooky when the
mummies start to disappear. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4987-0 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 670

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022184   Oscar F. Mayer: Hot Dog Manufacturer   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of hot dog manufacturer Oscar F. Mayer! Readers will
follow Mayer's journey from his early days as an apprentice at Armour & Company to
opening his own butcher shop and the development of custom sausages and quality
meats. Learn about the Wienermobile and those famous wiener and bologna
advertising jingles! A helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement historical
and color photos. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of

1 $22.95



ABDO.
978-1-53211-082-5 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.2 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 890

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241578   Pandemic   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
When a contagious, deadly virus appears, Doc Dee and Invisible Six must find its
source. The mission takes them into the Rift, a lawless section of the Amazon rain
forest. But bandits and wild animals are the least of I-6's worries when the true enemy
is invisible, widespread, and can't be beat by typical combat. Can Doc Dee and I-6
locate patient zero and stop a pandemic from happening? Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3047-0 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.
Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 650

1 $26.95

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371201   Penicillin   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of penicillin and details its origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact it has had on the world. This hi-lo title is
complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8412-1 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213238   Peru's Rainbow Mountain   (Library Binding)
written by Rachel Hamby
This book introduces readers to the colorful Rainbow Mountain in Peru and how this
natural phenomenon came to be. Features include a table of contents, fun facts,
infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is
an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6921-2 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 551.43 AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts .5 Lexile 560

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price



#2371202   Plastic   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of plastic and details its origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact it has had on the world. This hi-lo title is
complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8413-8 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Toy Trailblazers (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022197   Pokemon Designer: Satoshi Tajiri   (Library Binding)
written by Paige Polinsky
In this engaging biography, readers will learn about the designer of Pokemon, Satoshi
Tajiri. Follow the story of Tajiri as he founds Game Freakmagazine which turned into
Game Freak video-game development company and the creation of the Pokemon
video games, trading cards, television series, and Pokemon Go! Sidebars, historic
photos, and a glossary enhance readers' understanding of this topic. Additional
features include a table of contents, an index, a timeline and fun facts. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-1097-9 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 793 AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 800

1 $22.95

Reviews by: Booklist Youngsters far and wide can readily identify the pudgy Pikachu, zany Mr. Potato Head, enterprising Mr. Monopoly, or
bespectacled Molly McIntyre; but what about the masterminds behind them? The Toy Trailblazers series presents the lives and crowning
achievements of twentieth-century inventors in slim, 12-chapter volumes. Arranged chronologically, entries kick off with biographical
information before homing in on the inception, formation, and ultimate success of each in- vention. American Girl Entrepreneur introduces
teacher-philanthropist Pleasant Rowland, whose innovative franchise, founded in 1986, produces educational dolls, magazines, books, and films
for preteens. Although Monopoly Mastermind focuses on the beloved board game and the man who developed it, the book also covers its
pivotal precur- sor, the Landlord's Game, and Monopoly's intriguing role in WWII. In Mr. Potato Head Inventor, readers meet George Lerner, a
man on a mis- sion to prevent his children from playing with their food. The resulting "Funny Faces kit" for dressing up real fruits or vegetables
snagged the attention of Hasbro; and the country. Pokemon Designer follows Sa- toshi Tajiri from his insect-collecting childhood to his feats as
founder of Game Freak magazine; a game programmer; and, naturally, creator of global sensation Pokemon. With captioned full-color
photographs, inset "fun fact" sidebars, ample historical context, and appended time lines, this is a bright, engaging resource sure to spark
curiosity and creativity in primary-grade readers.

Reviews by: Horn Book Guide Each of these engaging biographies introduces readers to the creator of a popular classic kids' toy or game. The
texts are generally positive (and overuse exclamation points) but don't ignore difficulties and hardship, both personal and business-related.
Captioned photos, archival reproductions, and "Fun Fact" boxes liven up the pages. The topics have ready-made kid-appeal; readers will glean
insight into product development and the challenges of running a business. Timeline. Glos., ind. (Copyright 2018 by The Horn Book,
Incorporated, Boston. All rights reserved.)

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company)

Quantity Unit Price
#2268683   Pokemon: Satoshi Tajiri   (Library Binding)
written by Paige Polinsky
In this title, readers will learn about the designer of Pokemon, Satoshi Tajiri. Follow
the story of Tajiri as he founds Game Freak magazine which turned into Game Freak
video-game development company and the creation of the Pokemon video games,
trading cards, television series, and Pokemon Go! Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Big Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-9712-3 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 760

1 $23.95



Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 1–4—Talk about shelf appeal! Graphically striking covers featuring favorite toys lure readers into
these succinct overviews of the development and continuing evolution of each product line. And the eye-catching design doesn't stop at the
covers—interior spreads feature large typefaces and chunky display fonts, with plenty of white space and full-bleed captioned photos of
products, manufacturing equipment, and creators. Although the text is spare, there is still room for some unexpected side trips and twists; for
instance, readers learn that the company that made Crayola crayons also supplied carbon for tires, and LEGO used to be made of wood. A two-
page time line, glossary, and index introduces new readers to essential reference book structures. VERDICT Clear winners in early reader
nonfiction.

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213239   Poland's Crooked Forest   (Library Binding)
written by Rachel Hamby
This book introduces readers to the mysterious Crooked Forest in Poland and the
debate about what caused this natural phenomenon. Features include a table of
contents, fun facts, infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an
index. QR Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further
their learning. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
DiscoverRoo is an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6922-9 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 577.3 AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts .5 Lexile 610

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work
with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371060   Pop Art   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind Pop art. The
title will also introduce famous Pop art artists such as Andy Warhol and famous works
like the LOVE statue in New York City. This series is at a Level 3 and is written
specifically for transitional readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards &
correlated to state standards. Dash! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8396-4 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 709.040

1 $21.95

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371061   Post-Impressionism   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind Post-
Impressionism. The title will also introduce famous Post-Impressionist artists such as
Van Gogh and Paul Cezanne. This series is at a Level 3 and is written specifically for
transitional readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state
standards. Dash! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8397-1 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 759.05

1 $21.95

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)



Quantity Unit Price
#2294715   Ramadan Cookies   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
To celebrate the beginning of Ramadan, Nadia and Nadir make cookies with their
parents. Nadia must get creative when they realize their crescent moon cookie cutter is
missing. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Calico
Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3310-5 ©2023 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts .5 Lexile 540

1 $22.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920799   Ray Kroc: McDonald's Restaurants Builder   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the life of talented McDonald?s restaurants builder, Ray Kroc!
Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood
in Oak Park, Illinois. Students can follow Kroc?s success story from his education at
Oak Park and River Forest High School to his careers with WGES radio station, the
Lily-Tulip Cup Company, and the Malt-A-Mixer Company. Kroc?s family and his
retirement years are also highlighted. Engaging text familiarizes readers with topics of
interest including the original McDonald?s in San Bernardino, California, menu
developments, and Ronald McDonald House Charities. An entertaining sidebar, a
helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index, supplement the historical and color photos
showcased in this inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO
Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-496-1 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 647.95 AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 750

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371062   Renaissance   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind the
Renaissance. The title will also introduce famous Renaissance artists such as Da Vinci
and Michelangelo. This series is at a Level 3 and is written specifically for transitional
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards. Dash!
is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8398-8 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 709.024

1 $21.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1900334   Robert Cade: Gatorade Inventor   (Library Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Gatorade inventor, Robert Cade! Readers will
enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood in San
Antonio, Texas. Students can follow Cade?s success story from his education at the
University of Texas to his career in the U.S. Navy and with the University of Florida
Gators football team. Cade?s family and his retirement years are also highlighted.
Engaging text familiarizes readers with topics of interest including the first Gatorade

1 $22.95



shower and the Gatorade Sports Science Institute. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful
timeline, a glossary, and an index, supplement the historical and color photos
showcased in this inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO
Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-493-0 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl O Lexile 690

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

Rocket (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2166786   Rocket and the Perfect Pumpkin   (Library Binding (Trade))
written by Elle Stephens
It's a beautiful day at the pumpkin patch! There, Rocket and Bella find the perfect
pumpkin. But as the friends try to take the pumpkin home, it rolls downhill and lands
in front of Mr. Barker's doghouse. Can Rocket and Bella get their pumpkin back?
978-0-593-17786-0 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 1.4 AR Pts .5

1 $14.99

Rocket (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2234904   Rocket Has a Sleepover   (Library Binding (Trade))
written by Tad Hills
Rocket is having fun at a sleepover! But when Owl, Bella, and Fred get ready to catch
some Z's, Rocket refuses to go to bed. Can a bedtime story soothe Rocket and help
him fall asleep?
978-0-593-18123-2 ©2021 6 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile 310

1 $14.99

Rocket (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2182744   Rocket Loves Hide-And-Seek!   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Elle Stephens
Rocket, Bella, and Owl are playing hide and seek! Game after game, Rocket gets
found first, which makes for hurt feelings. Seeing as their friend is down, Bella and
Owl come up with a plan to make the game fun again! With its simple words, lots of
repetition, and bright, colorful illustrations, young readers will love this Rocket book
about solving problems, which they can ready all by themselves!
978-0-593-17792-1 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile 280

1 $12.99

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370994   (Vol. 06) Rude and Ridiculous Royals of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When a magical mishap on a field trip turns Classroom 13's students into kings and
queens, they learn being royalty can be a royal pain in the butt. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of

1 $22.95



Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5352-3 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 2.0

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022182   S. Truett Cathy: Chick-fil-A Founder   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of Chick-fil-A founder S. Truett Cathy! Readers will
follow Cathy's journey from his entrepreneurial childhood to his first restaurants to his
work perfecting the chicken-cooking process that led to Chick-fil-A. Learn about
Cathy's tenets for success, the company's commitment to giving back, and the cows! A
helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement historical and color photos.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-53211-080-1 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.1 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 790

1 $22.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022186   Sam J. Porcello: Oreo Innovator   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of Oreo innovator Sam J. Porcello! Readers will follow
Porcello's journey from his childhood through his years at Nabisco where he worked
to make the Oreo filling creamier and its cookies more chocolatey! Learn how
Porcello developed new Oreo flavors and came to be known as Mr. Oreo while also
improving Chips Ahoy!, Fig Newtons, and Mallomars. A helpful timeline, a glossary,
and an index supplement historical and color photos. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of
Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-53211-084-9 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.1 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 840

1 $22.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241324   (Vol. 05) Scary Library Shusher   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Andres learns that Kersville doesn't have a normal library when he and Desmond
encounter a spooky library shusher. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight a division of
ABDO.
978-1-5321-4983-2 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 610

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2319527   (Vol. 18) Show Must Demon!   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
What's worse than dealing with a demon? Being onstage in a school play with one in
front of a live audience! Join Desmond and Andres as they act their way through the
most cursed school play ever. With easy-to-read language and illustrations on every
page, the Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol chapter books are perfect for emerging readers.
978-1-6659-3380-3 ©2023 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.

1 $17.99



Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts 1.0

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241325   (Vol. 07) Sleepwalking Snowman   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
After Desmond and Andres's creepy snowman comes to life, the boys have to figure
out how to chill the overgrown snowball out before the whole town gets frozen.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books
is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4985-6 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 630

1 $21.95

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343060   Slime Time   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
When Nadia and Nadir have nothing to do one summer afternoon, they decide to
follow a video tutorial to make their own slime. They learn to follow rules for safe
play and try to convince their parents to allow them to sell home-made slime to save
up for supplies. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Calico Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-3788-2 ©2024 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 680

1 $22.95

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2022187   Smucker Family: Jelly Pioneers   (Library Binding)
written by Heather Hudak
In this title, unwrap the life of jelly pioneers the Smucker family! Readers will follow
the Smuckers' journey as the family's products advanced from apple cider and apple
butter to jams, jellies, peanut butter, and even coffee! Learn about the family's Basic
Beliefs and its commitment to family values in its business and advertising. A helpful
timeline, a glossary, and an index supplement historical and color photos. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
978-1-53211-085-6 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 641.6 AR Lvl 5.2 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl R Lexile 850

1 $22.95

Fly!: Broken Records (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343320   Sports Records to Make You Cheer!   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title looks at sports world records and gives information related to the types of
records broken and the athletes who have earned them. This hi-lo title is complete with
vibrant photographs, simple text, a glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8140-3 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 032.02 Lexile 920

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 2 Up—Feats of eating, sports, and more are celebrated in this new series. Each slim book presents a
different type of world record, with an emphasis on sensational and thrilling achievements. The text is written at a second grade reading level



with one-to-three sentences per page. The readable text and high-interest subject matter is well-designed for hi-lo readers. However, the books
could benefit from more information or supplementary text features like charts and graphs, as in the well-known world records books many
readers gravitate toward. Page layouts are eye-catching, with full-page color photographs and attractive graphics. A QR code linking to Abdo
Booklinks provides additional web resources for each book. VERDICT While not comprehensive, the combination of accessible text and the
ever-popular topic of broken records will attract striving readers.

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370995   (Vol. 04) Super Awful Superheroes of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When Classroom 13 is struck by purple lightning, the students discover they have
super powers, but getting great gifts isn't always super. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5350-9 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.3 AR Pts 2.0

1 $22.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Abdo Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241710   (Vol. 03) Surf's Up, Creepy Stuff!   (Library Binding)
written by Andres Miedoso
Desmond and Andres battle beach bullies who also happen to be creepy Mersurfers.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books
is an imprint of Spotlight a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-4981-8 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 670

1 $21.95

Dash! Leveled Readers Level 3: Art Styles (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371063   Surrealism   (Library Binding)
written by Julie Murray
Readers will enjoy uncovering the secrets, stories, and meaning behind Surrealism.
The title will also introduce famous Surrealist artists such as Picasso and Frida Kahlo.
This series is at a Level 3 and is written specifically for transitional readers. Aligned to
the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards. Dash! is an imprint of
Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8399-5 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 709.04

1 $21.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371137   (Vol. 06) Tales of a Major Meta Disaster   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
When a new law is passed where all Meta heroes are required to surrender themselves
to the government, the Freedom Force resists and gets captured by the military, and
Elliott is the Metas' only hope to get the law reversed. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a
division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5366-0 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 164 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts 5.0

1 $22.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)



Quantity Unit Price
#2371138   (Vol. 01) Tales of a Not-So-Super 6th Grader   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
Elliott feels ever-so-ordinary, until a mysterious girl tells him he's the only one who
can capture a mega-powerful, extraterrestrial orb before it falls into the wrong hands.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books
is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5361-5 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 160 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts 5.0

1 $22.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371139   (Vol. 02) Tales of a Pathetic Power Failure   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
Elliott is grounded after having some trouble controlling his new super powers, but his
punishment is short-lived when he's kidnapped by a band of teenage alien outlaws
who believe he's the only one capable of destroying a planet-eating monster that's
annihilating worlds. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5362-2 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 160 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts 5.0

1 $22.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371141   (Vol. 03) Tales of a Super Lame Last Hope   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
Elliott's confidence is shattered after making a huge mistake during a do-or-die
mission, but a planet-eating monster, a collapsing multiverse, and a quest to replace
the Orb of Oblivion force him to put his retirement plans on hold. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of
Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5363-9 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 160 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 5.0

1 $22.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371142   (Vol. 04) Tales of a Total Waste of Time   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
Elliott has to follow a time-trotting trouble-maker and can't mess with history or reveal
his identity, but his own existence is up for grabs when his parents hate each other and
a mysterious villain is searching for a powerful cosmic object that threatens the
universe. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5364-6 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 164 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts 5.0

1 $22.95

Epic Zero (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371143   (Vol. 05) Tales of an Unlikely Kid Outlaw   (Library Binding)
written by R.L. Ullman
Elliott is labeled as a menace to society after accidentally damaging Keystone City's
subway system while stopping a pair of villains, but before he can defend himself, he's
arrested by a squad of Intergalactic Paladins and has to prove his innocence. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an

1 $22.95



imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5365-3 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 164 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.7 AR Pts 5.0

Fly!: Versus (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2312077   Tesla vs. Edison: An Electric Feud   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the feud between the inventors Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla
while offering information related to their histories, combative relationships, and the
legacies they leave behind. This hi-lo title is complete with vibrant photographs,
simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-2865-1 ©2023 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 621.3 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 800

1 $21.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–8—Written at a second grade reading level, Versus follows company rivalries from across different
industries. From Coke and Pepsi to Marvel and DC Comics, titles explore the history and impact of different conflicts, with an emphasis on the
relationships at the heart of them. While these combative relationships were often complicated, the texts simplify them into an easy-to-digest
narrative over four brief chapters for Hi-Lo readers. Page layouts feature one to two simple sentences per page, along with full-page
photographs that are especially helpful for bringing some of the historical content to life. The end of the books include QR codes that link
Booklinks for additional online resources. VERDICT With high-interest topics ranging from fashion to big tech to comic books, this series is
recommended for late elementary and middle school striving readers.

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2357108   (Vol. 20) Time to Clown Around   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
When Kersville celebrates the town's birthday, they pull out all the stops. There's a
petting farm, bumper cars, cotton candy machines, and of course, clowns! There's big
clowns, little clowns, smelly clowns, and scary clowns.but every clown wants you to
scream for more!
978-1-6659-3386-5 ©2023 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic

1 $17.99

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1920727   Tom Monaghan: Domino's Pizza Innovator   (Library Binding)
written by Sheila Griffin Llanas
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Domino's Pizza innovator Tom Monaghan!
Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with his childhood
in a Michigan orphanage and foster care. Students can follow Monaghan's success
story from college dropout to US Marine Corps to successful pizza chain
businessman. Monaghan's family and retirement years are also highlighted. Engaging
text familiarizes readers with topics of interest including his influence on pizza
delivery standards. An entertaining sidebar, a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index
supplement the historical and color photos showcased in this inspiring biography.
Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
978-1-62403-316-2 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 647.950 AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 710

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-This series about fast-food inventors and entrepreneurs serves up a surprisingly rich
informational feast. Each book explores the cultural context of the innovator in question, exploring the rationale for creating the food and
exploring why America responded so enthusiastically to it. Engaging chapter headings, such as "Tough Childhood" and "A Low Point," will
help readers connect to the inventors' human struggles. Pemberton's biography about the invention of Coca-Cola teaches students about
Prohibition and medicinal uses of soda in the 1920s. Vintage photos add to the charm of this volume. As a whole, the design is clean, bright,



and engaging. Although the subject is fast food, these books are nutritious in quality. Highly recommended for reluctant readers. (c) Copyright
2014. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc.

Claw: Invisible Six (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2241579   Trojan Horse   (Library Binding)
written by Jim Corrigan
The US military is under cyberattack. Computer failures have crippled every weapons
system. Gizmo and Invisible Six must discover who is behind this attack and the
culprits' aim. But the mysterious hackers seem one step ahead of I-6 at every turn, and
their use of autonomous weapons keeps I-6 from getting close. Can Gizmo and I-6
stop the worst cyberattack in US military history? Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Claw is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-3048-7 ©2022 5-3/4 x 8 112 pgs.
Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 680

1 $26.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2298407   (Vol. 17) Troll Lot of Trouble   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
There's something grumpy, super stinky, and crawling with bugs underneath the stone
bridge in Kersville-and it's NOT one of the kids from town. Now if anyone crosses the
bridge, they either answer three riddles...or they pay the troll toll.
978-1-6659-1412-3 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Classroom 13 (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2370996   (Vol. 01) Unlucky Lottery Winners of Classroom 13   (Library
Binding)
written by Honest Lee
When unlucky teacher Ms. Linda LaCrosse wins the lottery, she shares her winnings
with her class, but with great money comes awful allergies, terrible taxes, violent
volcanoes, and other pesky problems. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-5347-9 ©2024 5-3/4 x 8 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.9 AR Pts 2.0

1 $22.95

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343520   (Vol. 03) Vampire   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
While their dad searches for evidence to prove the spooky Vampire House's blood-
sucker is fake, the Mattigan kids set out on a search of their own, even if their clever
plan could be a recipe for disaster. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5277-9 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 112 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 700

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price



#2218775   (Vol. 13) Vampire Ate My Homework   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
Kersville Elementary School has a problem: there's a very hungry vampire on the
loose! But this creature doesn't thirst for blood. Instead, he's been eating the students'
homework! Can Desmond Cole stop the monster from turning everyone's work into
food for thought?
978-1-5344-8283-8 ©2021 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 1.0

1 $17.99

Fly!: Accidental Science Discoveries (ABDO Zoom)

Quantity Unit Price
#2371203   Velcro   (Library Binding)
written by Kenny Abdo
This title focuses on the accidental discovery of Velcro and details its origins,
evolution throughout the years, and impact it has had on the world. This hi-lo title is
complete with vibrant photographs, simple text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an imprint of Abdo
Zoom, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-8414-5 ©2024 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs.
Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 500

1 $21.95

Calico Kid: Nadia & Nadir (Magic Wagon)

Quantity Unit Price
#2294716   Visit Pakistan   (Library Binding)
written by Marzieh A. Ali
Nadia and Nadir jet set across the world with their parents to visit family in Pakistan.
They explore the bright, colorful country with their cousin. New foods and
experiences await them at every turn. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
978-1-0982-3311-2 ©2023 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs.
Grades K - 2 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 610

1 $22.95

Mysterious Monsters (Spotlight)

Quantity Unit Price
#2343521   (Vol. 05) Werewolf   (Library Binding)
written by David Michael Slater
The Mattigan kids convince their dad to go on a mission to find a werewolf, and they
are determined to help the monsters hiding in their basement uncover the truth about
their pasts. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Chapter Books is an imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.
978-1-0982-5279-3 ©2024 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 112 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 710

1 $21.95

Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol (Trade)

Quantity Unit Price
#2233526   (Vol. 14) Who Wants I Scream?   (Hardcover (Trade))
written by Andres Miedoso
Summer in Kersville is like summer in a lot of other places. The sun is bright and hot.
School is closed and the pool is open. And kids know to run away as fast as they can
when they hear the familiar song of the ice cream truck. Because that means the I
Scream Man is here for dessert!
978-1-5344-9947-8 ©2021 5-1/2 x 7-1/4 128 pgs.

1 $17.99



Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 1.0

Checkerboard Library: Food Dudes (ABDO Publishing)

Quantity Unit Price
#1900339   William Wrigley Jr.: Wrigley's Chewing Gum Founder   (Library
Binding)
written by Joanne Mattern
In this title, unwrap the life of talented Wrigley?s chewing gum founder, William
Wrigley Jr.! Readers will enjoy getting the scoop on this Food Dude, beginning with
his childhood in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Students can follow Wrigley?s success
story from the start of his sales career with the Wrigley Manufacturing Company to his
establishment of Wrigley Chewing Gum and later the William Wrigley Jr. Company.
Wrigley?s family and his retirement years are also highlighted. Engaging text
familiarizes readers with topics of interest including Wrigley?s advertising strategies,
the Chicago Cubs, Catalina Island, and the Wrigley Building. An entertaining sidebar,
a helpful timeline, a glossary, and an index, supplement the historical and color photos
showcased in this inspiring biography. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO
Publishing Company.
978-1-62403-498-5 ©2015 8 x 8 32 pgs.
Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# B AR Lvl 4.3 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl P Lexile 720

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3-5-Divided into easily digestible chapter spreads, these books explore the lives of noteworthy food-
industry pioneers and how famous franchises and products, such as Gatorade and McDonald's, were invented and/or developed. A "Fun Bites"
section at the end of each book highlights interesting trivia about the products. Colorful, captioned photographs enhance the information and
create visual appeal for a broad range of learning levels. Clear, purposeful language stresses the importance of hard work and diligence and
conveys a sense of excitement for the science of invention. (c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc.

Laugh Your Socks Off! (Lerner Publications)

Quantity Unit Price
#2054889   World's Best (And Worst) Animal Jokes   (Library Binding)
written by Emma Carlson Berne
What do you call an oyster that won't share? And what is a penguin's favorite food?
You'll find out in this book chock-full of animal jokes!
978-1-5124-8351-2 ©2018 24 pgs.
Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 818 GR Lvl O Lexile 520

1 $19.99

DiscoverRoo: Nature's Mysteries (Pop!)

Quantity Unit Price
#2213240   Yellowstone's Boiling River   (Library Binding)
written by Patricia Hutchison
This book introduces readers to the Boiling River found in Yellowstone National Park
and why this natural phenomenon exists. Features include a table of contents, fun
facts, infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR
Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their
learning. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
DiscoverRoo is an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
978-1-5321-6923-6 ©2021 6-1/4 x 9 32 pgs.
Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 910.02 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 730

1 $22.95

Reviews by: School Library Journal Gr 3–5—This series acquaints readers with the wondrous mysteries that occur in nature around the
world. The books have four chapters of six pages each, and include a QR code with extra content and activities, full-page captioned
photographs matched with a paragraph, and fun fact sidebars. Vocabulary words are bold and in another color, diagrams break down scientific
information, and maps mark where the natural occurrence is found. The text paired with vivid photographs will spark curiosity, although the
mystery of each location in nature will make readers want more answers, such why pink lakes exist (Australia's Pink Lakes). Along with the
"making connections" section, glossary, and index, the QR codes within the text will give students, educators, and caregivers more to work



with. VERDICT Curiosity sparking series that introduces the beautiful irregularities in nature; great for reluctant mid-elementary readers, but
requires internet access if wanting to explore the 4-D features.
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